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Think and Grow Rich is a motivational personal development and self-help book written by

Napoleon Hill and inspired by a suggestion from Scottish-American businessman Andrew Carnegie.

While the title implies that this book deals only with how to get rich, the author explains that the

philosophy taught in the book can be used to help people succeed in all lines of work and to do or

be almost anything they want
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has done us a huge disservice by lumping all the reviews for the various "original" versions of this

book together. The version I purchased (black cover with money on the bottom, kindle version) is

riddled with errors where the publisher evidently SCANNED the book in and then didn't bother to

edit the results. Page numbers appear randomly in the middle of paragraphs, "m" appears where

clearly "in" was intended and in some cases paragraphs just end in the middle of a sentence. This is

a great book but some of the publishers have done a terrible job reproducing it and  isn't helping by

grouping very different copies together in the same review group.I hope to update this review when I



find a less crappy copy of this book, but avoid the version with the black cover with money on the

bottom. (See pictures)

Finally! a clean and unabridged edition. I had to purchase two other editions before finding this one.

It is clean, good size font, and true to the original 1937 wording. Published by Dauphin Publications

ISBN 978-1939438256. Nice job!

This should be read by every high school and college student and kept as a reference for their

entire career. I would recommend this to everyone. It is full of life lessons.

Will help you with your goal setting and how to get their. If you don't have a financial direction

commented to memory buy this book to get you on a profitable path. Ih, I don't work for this

company, never did. I am retired and loving it.

This is one of the best books I've ever read. It can be confusing at times, but that's just because

there's so much wisdom and insight here that it can only be extracted and understood through

patient, careful reading. I'm going to wait a month or so then read it again.I've already implemented

many things from the book and have really come to see the power of the mind. More than anything

else, this book contributes what is missing from so many of today's books on wealth and success:

mindset. Most authors today focus on techniques and strategies, which are good, but they neglect

mindset. This is so key. Get that right, and success will follow. I would recommend this book to

anyone who cares about being successful in any form in life, and is willing to learn and act to

achieve their highest goals.I've dared to pursue desires I would never have had the self-confidence

for before reading this book. This is a classic for a reason.

I was looking for a book that not only inspires me by telling me what all I can achieve, but also how

do I achieve it. This book is kind of a recipe with specification of each ingredient to used in what

order. It's old, but it deals with a subject that can never get old and still is mystery to humans- Mind,

thought and transmutation. It's fascinating how long this concept has been a mystery. Till date,

every successful person says the same thing that this book tells us- Desire and you may

achieve.It's a great book which inspired me and will always be a go to for me in near future.

Great book. I love the strength and simplicity that this book brings to the table. It is thought



provoking, challenging and very surprisingly quite relevant in today's society. History does seem to

repeat itself! If you are looking for serious research and serious action steps to further not only your

money, but your life existence, then this is THE book for you. Be prepared to read it 2 or 3 times in

order for the information to really sink in and become of your normal thought behaviors and

patterns. Great book.

Yes you will have to read past some of the dated references, but all that takes is a tiny bit of

understanding. This book has helped me in great true ways. This is the only version I have, and like

many older books converted to Kindle, it has some glitches here and there, but nothing that affects

the material. Read this if you are interested at all in self-help or motivation on any level. Personally it

does get a bit old with the full caps and redundancy as the author HINTS to some unspecified secret

to success.I am unsure why Hill would put so much energy into writing a long book, and saying, that

you have to figure out his "MYSTERY" a thousand times, when he could just come out and say what

it is. I guess I get it, because he wants you to figure things out along the way. But don't get me

wrong, this book is a treasure because of the ultimate system that it helps you make for yourself. It

is actionable and I think it is what every self-help book after it is based upon.I also think that this

book is fertile ground for reworking. The material could be a huge help to more people if it was

edited, redone, and instilled with a sense of brevity for modern times. Perhaps someone has already

done exactly that.Overall, even for all of its shortcomings and what is lost in translation, this is still a

5-star find just due to the content of the system it contains. But you will have to be patient and skim

judiciously to find it here.
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